TRANSITIONING
FROM DEFINED
BENEFITS TO
DEFINED
CONTRIBUTION
HEALTHCARE
As the impact of health reforms continues to unfold and the price of traditional employer-sponsored
health insurance rises, many U.S. employers are seeking alternative solutions to better manage their
healthcare spending.
Rather than paying the costs to provide a specific group health plan benefit (a “defined benefit”), these
companies are turning to a defined contribution strategy.

What Is Defined Contribution?
Employers provide a pre-determined dollar amount to employees, who can then use that money to
purchase medical and ancillary benefits through Peak1’s Smart ChoicesTM Marketplace. It’s that easy.

How does it work?
Employer opts
into a defined
contribution
strategy.

Employee census
sent to carrier to
determine
premium rates.

Employer receives
rates and
determines
contribution
dollar amount.

Employer manages
outgoing eligibility
using Peak1 Admin
Portal.

Carrier verifies
enrollment and
issues ID cards.

Employees shop
for coverage on
the Smart Choices
Marketplace.

Peak1 sets up
employer on
Smart Choices
Marketplace.

Employer advises
employees on
open enrollment.

Features and Benefits of a Defined
Contribution Strategy


Increases predictability of costs for
employers, while improving employee
satisfaction of their benefit options.



Provides more price transparency and
employee choice with a range of
medical and ancillary products that are
personalized to the employees’ diverse
set of needs.



Creates a competitive, flexible benefits
package, which helps recruit and retain
a strong workforce.



Eliminates the hassle-factor of open
enrollment

and

ongoing

benefits

management for internal HR team with

47%
of employers
have already moved to or are currently
implementing a defined contribution for
their employee healthcare approach.*

62%
of employers
believe they will adopt a defined
contribution model through an online
exchange in the next two years.*
*Employee Benefit News, May 2014.

a seamless and easy process and
admin portal.

Contact us to get started today!
866.449.9777 / sales@mypeak1.com

866.449.9777

sales@mypeak1.com

